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Segment.01 Hello. I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor of the 1 
Lighthouse Baptist Church in Santa Maria, CA—and your brain 2 
masseur—get ready for your brain massage. 3 
Because my RIGHTS are essential, and EVERY JOB IS 4 
ESSENTIAL! And CHURCH is ESSENTIAL, and no politician 5 
should have the power to use an emergency to shred the 6 
Constitution, I'll be at the next OPEN CA Rally in Arroyo Grande, 7 
on the corner of Grande and Oak Park Saturday between 1-3. 8 
That's in Arroyo Grande, on the corner of Grande and Oak Park, 9 
from 1-3 Saturday, May 15. 10 
The Judicial flimflam persecution of General Flynn continues. 11 
Phony Fauci throws Trump under the bus? How Fauci lied, and 12 
people died.  13 
LA Mayor threatens small business with cutting off their utilities 14 
unless they bow at his altar to worship COVID the FEAR GOD. 15 
The CA Governor's emergency powers reexamined in the light of 16 
the LAW of Nature, the Constitution, and CA LAW 17 
On the lighter side: My personal experience at COSTCOMMIE and 18 
Home DESPOTES.  19 
[TRUTH] 20 
The Judicial flimflam persecution of General Flynn continues. Back 21 
in 2014, Flynn got crossed up the Obamster — the official story is 22 
that Flynn had a bad attitude, but the rumors are that he was 23 
meddling in the Obama-Biden-Brennan skimming scheme in 24 
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which these guys were siphoning off billions of foreign aid money 25 
into their own, and their cronies’ pockets. So, we'll see!!!! 26 
Whatever it is, it must be huge! We know Flynn is susceptible to 27 
being controlled by intimidation when it comes to his family—28 
that's how they finally beat him into signing the phony admission. 29 
He could not bear to have his family dragged through all this 30 
devilish and wicked business—he did not lie to the FBI—that's 31 
Hillary's thing. But why?  32 
After they finally got Flynn where they wanted him—silenced, 33 
discredited, jailed, with a criminal record—and who knows what 34 
they have threatened to do to his family if he said anything, by the 35 
way—that's yet to be brought out into the LIGHT—when Trump 36 
became President, Obama "warned him not to hire Flynn." 37 
Hmmm? That might have got him the job! See the picture of 38 
Trump shaking Obama's hand in White House after election? 39 
Neither is happy, and that happened to be the pic used for the 40 
article that tells us Obama warned Trump — don't hire Flynn? 41 
They had a meeting to discuss what to do about Flynn—Biden, 42 
Brennan, Comey, Clapper, and Obama's chief of staff, 43 
McDonough. Uh huh! And you heard about what Comey did after 44 
this meeting, right? Yeah! He sent two FBI agents to visit Flynn on 45 
a mission to get him fired, and/or to lull him into a perjury trap—46 
try to trip him up to say something that was not exactly factual so 47 
they could prosecute him for lying to the FBI. They documented 48 
this was their mission. And it's all blowing up on them now. But 49 
the question keeps coming back to why? Why are these wicked 50 
people so obsessed with Flynn? 51 
So, was Obama concerned about Flynn becoming part of the White 52 
House staff because that provide the legal cover Flynn might be 53 
able to use to expose the Obama-Biden-Brennan skimming scam? 54 
What makes Obama so obsessed with Flynn? 55 
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And after the DOJ receives these revelations about how the FBI set 56 
out to entrap Flynn, and drops the charges against him, a liberal 57 
judge steps in to defy the order, and the DC Circuit's decision, and 58 
attempt to delay the formalization of his release by legal maneuvers 59 
that are by all accounts illegal, and in defiance of law—so, what is it 60 
about Flynn that has these people so obsessed with destroying him? 61 
And when will we discover what threat against his family has been 62 
used to cow this great man into submission? 63 
The liberal news media is crowing about Flynn's case not being 64 
over until their liberal judges says it's over — but I say, this case is 65 
not over until all the TRUTH about why the liberals are sooooo 66 
afraid of Flynn is brought out into the light. 67 
The judge is hanging on to Flynn's admission that he lied to the 68 
FBI. As I'm sure you know, that is a very old COMMUNIST trick. 69 
You know, just sign this confession and we wont hurt you 70 
anymore. And then when you sign it, they parade the "signed 71 
confession" about as PROOF they were justified in all they did to 72 
you. NEVER fall for that one, folks.  73 
Maybe it's just a case of pride—like WITCH GRETCHEN of 74 
Michigan. Hear the latest there? A 70+ year old barber decided to 75 
open his shop because he has to make a living. The legislature in 76 
Michigan has refused to extend her lockdown order but this she-77 
devil insists that as goddess-governor of Michigan, she is above the 78 
law. She sent the police to close him down, but the police refused to 79 
execute and said they would not do it because the Governor has no 80 
authority to keep the man from working. She tried to get a district 81 
judge to order him to shut his shop, the judge ruled against her and 82 
said she has no authority to shut down his barbershop. So this 83 
wicked witch of the East Coast got the licensing bureau — you can 84 
usually count on liberal bureaucrats to do the bidding of their evil 85 
masters —she got them to revoke his license to practice hair 86 
cutting—or barbering—and threatened to fine him $1000 per 87 
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haircut, or it might be per day—he is still trying to sort all that 88 
out—and put him in jail for one year for each offense. There is no 89 
known prior relationship between this hapless Barber and Witch 90 
Gretchen—it appears, as he put it, he has become a worm in her 91 
brain—she is fixated on beating Michiganders into submission to 92 
the goddess of Michigan—and it's so typical. Those who get power 93 
that refuse to bow the knee to KING Jesus invariably become little 94 
despots demanding all around them bow their knees to them and 95 
their god—Tyranus.  96 
Phony Fauci throws Trump under the bus? He lets liberal reporters 97 
bait him into saying if Trump had acted sooner. CNN's Jake 98 
Trapper asked a leading question of Fauci: what might have 99 
happened if the federal government promoted social distancing in 100 
February rather than in March, when the White House rolled out it 101 
"15 days to slow the spread" guidelines? (I'm telling you folks, it 102 
looks like Trump is being set up—pray it backfires on these wicked 103 
people. — But, back to Fauci.) 104 
Here is what Fauci answered: “It’s — it’s very difficult to go back 105 
and say that. I mean, obviously, you could logically say, that if you 106 
had a process that was ongoing, and you started mitigation earlier, 107 
you could have saved lives,” Fauci said, and if he stopped there, we 108 
would be talking about how Fauci has done this several times, 109 
taking the bait on a leading question and undermining Trump, and 110 
I would begin to say this is a pattern with this guy, he does not 111 
learn, or, more likely, he is playing along with the liberal agenda 112 
carefully keeping his heels on the right side of the line he is 113 
stepping on and wondering outloud about what team this guys is 114 
on—is he really pulling for America, or is he pulling for Bill Gates 115 
and his depopulation agenda foundation, but he did not stop there, 116 
he added: “But there was a lot of pushback about shutting things 117 
down back then.” 118 
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This clearly positions himself as having recommended an 119 
economic shutdown to protect us all from COVID but there was "a 120 
lot of pushback about shutting things down back then." This man 121 
is a traitor to the country and is in collusion with those who want 122 
to destroy the American economy in order to make Americans 123 
angry at Trump—so the liberals are going to be in uproar that 124 
Trump did not do enough, and the conservatives are going to be in 125 
uproar that he allowed these fakers to fool him into participating in 126 
the total destruction of the American economy — but I'm praying 127 
and you are praying that this will all blow back on them. 128 
You might have seen CNN's timeline on the COVID thing. It's a 129 
joke, just like their entire organization—it's FAKE NEWS. I've got 130 
it here for you if you want to read through it.1 They conveniently 131 
left out the Fauci foibles that any honest news organization would 132 
have included in any meaningful timeline. 133 
But to appreciate it, we need to consider what Fauci is saying now. 134 
He is issuing dire warnings that if we open too soon, lives will be 135 
lost. (Well, Dr. Fauci, if we continue to encourage people to use 136 
marijuana and drink alcohol calling them essential business during 137 
this outbreak, lives will be lost, since those things actually suppress 138 
our immune system. And, you know, if you let people live and 139 
breathe, lives will be lost … anyway, the point is, it is looking more 140 
like he is part of the Deep State that is working to destroy the 141 
American economy and just like I predicted, he is now apparently 142 
beginning to throw Trump under the proverbial bus.) One more 143 
thing to know before I begin this expose' — on Easter, Fauci was 144 
being interviewed by a liberal hack who asked him when did he 145 
know this coronavirus was a serious threat. Guess what he said? 146 
Well, okay, I hate that question too—but it sets you up to give 147 
special attention to the answer — right? No! Well, okay, listen 148 
closely anyway. Hehe. Fauci said "we" — that means he and his 149 
                                     
1 779.31.10 https://www.cnn.com/interactive/2020/03/politics/coronavirus-trump-cdc-timeline/ 
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cronies knew we were dealing with something very serious in about 150 
mid January. Mid January? Oh, really? Hmmmm. Well, then how 151 
do you account for this, Mr. Fauci? 152 
On January 21, 2020, that's a little past mid January, right? Fauci 153 
was asked about the new coronavirus and he said Americans do 154 
not need to worry about it. Take it seriously, and take precautions 155 
as you would any flu during an outbreak — but Americans did not 156 
need to worry. 157 
January 29, 2020, okay, now we are deifnitely past mid-January, 158 
and Fauci was asked again whether Americans should be 159 
concerned, and he said the risk is very low for Americans, no 160 
extraordinary mitigation efforts were recommended. The top 161 
infectious disease doctor in the country assured us, use reasonable 162 
precautions, but, otherwise, no need to change your regular 163 
activities. 164 
January 31st, Trump restricted flights coming in from China and 165 
declared a public health emergency. The MSM criticized him for 166 
restricting flights from and to China. They did not see this as a big 167 
deal then, either.  168 
February 29, okay, now we are way past any mid-Jan thing, and 169 
Trump has taken action, and called this a national public health 170 
emergency, and Fauci was asked about the new coronavirus and 171 
again pooh-poohs any concern—says, no need to change anything 172 
you are doing on a day to day basis, a concern, of course, but no 173 
dire warnings of millions dying. 174 
March 8, Fauci pooh-poohs the idea of Americans needing to wear 175 
masks. He mentions the concern that there is a mask shortage, and 176 
they should be left to those who "really need them." 177 
March 13, Trump declared a national emergency over the COVID-178 
19 pandemic and soon thereafter the economy was destroyed by 179 
liberal governors overreaching their authority. 180 
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Trump began making overtures toward re-opening the country, 181 
and Fauci began making subtle counter overtures.  182 
March 30, Fauci rolls out the worst-case scenario that millions will 183 
die thing saying it is not likely, but more likely around 100-200 184 
thousand — but did not want to be held to that either because, the 185 
fact is, we cannot predict. The fact is, he hasn't got a clue. The fact 186 
is, there is only one thing he knows for sure, and that is, don't open 187 
to economy.  188 
April, CDC updates their recommendations and now recommends 189 
all Americans wear masks — you see, the shortage was addressed. 190 
So now you all should wear masks. It's no big deal, does very little 191 
for you, blah, blah, — now shortage is over, okay, now, oh my, you 192 
had better wear a mask — 193 
April 12, Fauci is talking about how he knew this was a big 194 
problem in about mid January, and today he is testifying about dire 195 
warnings of death if the country moves forward with reopening the 196 
economy.  197 
If we give Fauci the benefit of whatever reasonable doubt we may, 198 
if we say some of this is naiveté and he was being baited by wicked 199 
propagandists with the MSM with leading questions, and he had a 200 
lapse of memory about when he understood this new coronavirus 201 
was a serious concern, and he really did not mean to throw Trump 202 
under the bus, and he is the "nice guy" that Trump believes he is—203 
the bottom line is Trump was pretty much ahead of all of them 204 
from the start and throughout all this. In other words, maybe lives 205 
would have been saved if Fauci had not been lying to people about 206 
this disease. Including the plan to lie about the number of COVID 207 
deaths—but we've brought that out fully before — so, let's take a 208 
break. I'll be right back. 209 
Segment.02 Hello. Welcome back! I’m Dr. Jerry Scheidbach, pastor 210 
at the Lighthouse, your brain masseur, and Paul Revere’s lantern 211 
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lighter, lighting the lamps in the church belfry arch, signaling the 212 
enemy is on the march, an enemy that would steal from us our 213 
liberty. 214 
Because my RIGHTS are essential, and EVERY JOB IS 215 
ESSENTIAL! And CHURCH is ESSENTIAL, and no politician 216 
should have the power to use an emergency to shred the 217 
Constitution, I'll be at the next OPEN CA Rally in Arroyo Grande, 218 
on the corner of Grande and Oak Park Saturday between 1-3. 219 
That's in Arroyo Grande, on the corner of Grande and Oak Park, 220 
from 1-3 Saturday, May 16. 221 
Man, I've just got too much material here today. 222 
Let me go over Article 13, the Emergency Powers act — specifically 223 
section 8627.5 and 8629. The rest of it tells us the Governor has the 224 
power to declare a State of Emergency and explains how this is to 225 
be done, and defines the extent of his powers in such emergency. 226 
Section 8627.5 lays out the extent and limits of the governor's 227 
powers during an emergency, and 8629 stipulates how a state of 228 
emergency is terminated. 229 
According to CA law, the governor can declare a state of 230 
emergency for any reason he deems appropriate. And he has the 231 
power to terminate it when he deems the emergency is over. 232 
There is no sunset clause on a governor's declaration. In Michigan, 233 
I think it's sixty days, after which it must be ratified by the State 234 
legislature. That legislature refused to extend the order, but they 235 
are fighting about that right now in Michigan. 236 
In CA it's a much better situation; at least it would be if we actually 237 
had a balance of power in our legislature. Our laws provide for the 238 
legislature to convene at any time after the governor declares an 239 
emergency and end it by simply passing what is called a concurrent 240 
resolution. A resolution does not have the force of law, and does 241 
not require a signature by the Governor. By concurrent is meant 242 
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both chambers pass the resolution concurrently. This means the 243 
legislature can end the state of emergency if both chambers will 244 
pass a resolution declaring it over. 245 
This is good, because it means that if a governor went crazy and 246 
declared an emergency over a virus that kills about 2% of those 247 
infected, and is essentially harmless to children, and of only any 248 
real concern to older people and sick people, whose safety could 249 
easily be addressed without draconian measures like suspending 250 
the Constitutional rights of all Californians arbitrarily and 251 
indefinitely (until further notice) — putting Americans in virtual 252 
house-arrest and picking and choosing what businesses are 253 
essential and which are not, and saying the small business owner 254 
must close, but the big box stores can stay open, where hundreds 255 
can gather in WalMarts but church assemblies are prohibited (an 256 
unequal application of law which is forbidden by the Constitution) 257 
and if this guy went on and decreed Abortion, Marijuana and 258 
booze essential—since one kills babies, something COVID does 259 
not do, and the other two suppress the immune system making 260 
users more vulnerable to infection—gotta pump up the case 261 
numbers, but the Barber shops can't be open, of course, for their 262 
own good, and go on with policies that are destroying the 263 
livelihood of thousands of Californians but by all means protect the 264 
jobs of every single government employee—(I don't think any 265 
government employee should lose their job over this, and 266 
NEITHER SHOULD THE REST OF CALIFORNIANS LOST 267 
THEIR JOBS OVER THIS) — BUT, of course, from a liberal 268 
Governor's point of view, all government employees are essential—269 
BUT YOUR JOB IS NOT ESSENTIAL—right? gotta keep the 270 
DMV revenues coming in, gotta make certain those liquor licenses 271 
are getting attention, and of course all the teachers are going to get 272 
paid anyway, cause, well, they are important, and all the 273 
bureaucrats at the department of energy, all of them, need to be on 274 
the job, need a full staff at fish and game, need a full staff at records 275 
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offices — there is not a single government employee that looses 276 
their income but VIRTUALLY EVERY SMALL BUSINESS 277 
OWNER IS GETTING WIPED OUT — well, you see, this 278 
provision allows the representatives of the PEOPLE to convene and 279 
pass a concurrent resolution ENDING THIS IDIOCY. 280 
But that would only happen if you had a balance of power in 281 
California legislature, or, the other way this could happen, is if you 282 
had a REPUBLICAN controlled legislature—yeah, that would do it 283 
too. Because conservatives don't believe in overturning the 284 
Constitution! 285 
Our liberal dominated CA legislature is not going to overturn our 286 
liberal governor because they believe the way he does. They want to 287 
destroy the California economy totally, they already have us 288 
teetering on bankruptcy, so they want to go ahead and go for 289 
broke. Crash the economy, drag the rest of America down with it, 290 
somehow contrive to blame Trump for it, get Biden or some other 291 
Soros-Gates dupe into office, and then socialize the government 292 
and BAIL OUT CALIFORNIA. 293 
God in Heaven helping us, we will break from the oppression of 294 
illiberal liberalism and vote for Trump in 2020 who will then be 295 
empowered to CLEAN HOUSE and Drain that stinking swamp. 296 
But what Section 8627.5?  297 
§ 8627.5. Authority of Governor; nonsafety regulations on 298 
delivery of food products; pharmaceuticals; and other emergency 299 
necessities; form of orders and regulations; effect; duration  300 
Let me stipulate that I understand this heading establishes the 301 
context for what follows applies to the delivery of food products, 302 
medicine, and other emergency necessities and the government 303 
bureaucracies that regulate those activities. But, well, just watch! 304 
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I must read fast because of time, but I'll slow down where you need 305 
to hear it, then you can get this from our website and read the 306 
whole thing. 307 
(a) The Governor may make, amend, or rescind orders and 308 
regulations during a state of emergency that temporarily suspend 309 
any state, county, city, or special district statute, ordinance, 310 
regulation, or rule imposing nonsafety related restrictions on the 311 
delivery of food products, pharmaceuticals, and other emergency 312 
necessities distributed through retail or institutional channels, 313 
including, but not limited to, hospitals, jails, restaurants, and 314 
schools. The Governor shall cause widespread publicity and notice to 315 
be given to all of these orders and regulations, or amendments and 316 
rescissions thereof. (b) The orders and regulations shall be in 317 
writing and take effect immediately on issuance. The temporary 318 
suspension of any statute, ordinance, regulation, or rule shall 319 
remain in effect until the order or regulation is rescinded by the 320 
Governor, the Governor proclaims the termination of the state of 321 
emergency, or for a period of 60 days, whichever occurs first. 322 
So, first, if we limit the stipulation of statutes, ordinances, 323 
regulations, or rules, to bureaucrat officials exercising oversight in 324 
the areas mentioned, delivery of food, medicine, and so forth, that 325 
is the statutes pertaining to their authority and then say this does 326 
not apply to those statutes, ordinances, rules and so on that secure 327 
our LIBERTIES that are protected by our California Constitution 328 
and Constitution of the US, then pray tell, what were these 329 
nincompoops thinking?  330 
Local statutes and so forth are sooooo vitally important to protect 331 
that you have to have a sunset clause stipulating a LIMIT to how 332 
long the governor can suspend those laws — IN OTHER WORDS 333 
PROTECTING THE RIGHTS OF BUREAUCRATS TO 334 
EXERCISE THEIR CONTROL OVER OUR LIVES is too 335 
important to allow any governor to just come along a indefinitely 336 
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suspend their rights — BUT BLESS GOD WHEN IT COMES 337 
YOUR RIGHT TO FEED YOUR FAMILY, OR TO SIT ON THE 338 
BEACH, OR WALK AT LIBERTY, OR GO TO CHURCH, OR IN 339 
OTHER WORDS, LIVING YOUR LIFE AS A FREE MAN OR 340 
WOMAN, YOUR FUNDAMENTAL INALIENABLE RIGHTS — 341 
those can be suspended indefinitely — 342 
How about we take a common sense approach to this, and read the 343 
clause that says "The temporary suspension of any statute, 344 
ordinance, regulation, or rule" to mean in fact ANY STATUTE —345 
— including those that provide security for our fundamental, 346 
inalienable RIGHTS protected by both the California and the US 347 
Constitution with all it's amendments—a la—the Bill of Rights? 348 
Let's suppose the Californians who put this together had 349 
ENOUGH SENSE TO UNDERSTAND YOU CANNOT GIVE TO 350 
ANY MAN SUCH ABSOLUTE POWER ALLOWING HIM TO 351 
INDEFINITEY AND ARBITRARILY SUSPEND OUR RIGHTS — 352 
That is insulting to the intelligence of any rational human being 353 
that California would take measures to protect the rights of 354 
bureaucrats to boss us around, but would carelessly allow our 355 
fundamental, inalienable and natural rights to be put under the 356 
absolute control of any man. 357 
So, with regard to natural law, and the recognition that our 358 
RIGHTS are FUNDAMENTALLY connected to our NATURE AS 359 
HUMANKIND, and in recognition of the truth that we are 360 
ENDOWED BY OUR CREATOR WITH CERTAIN 361 
INALINEABLE RIGHTS — rights that are inalienable cannot be 362 
ALIENATED from us by ANY MAN for ANY REASON He 363 
contrives. And so by the law of nature and nature's GOD, and in 364 
accordance to spirit of CA LAW as stipulated in Article 13 — I 365 
declare California FREE! 366 
And I say any provision in his stay at home order that violates 367 
these superior laws are and of right ought to be null and void call 368 
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on our Governor to rescind them forthwith, and if he refuses, the 369 
legislature should be demanded by the PEOPLE they represent to 370 
act with their legislative power to declare this emergency ended 371 
according to Article 13, and if they refuse to do that, WE THE 372 
PEOPLE must simply remind all of them that the power is vested 373 
in THE PEOPLE and not in masters; that we appoint MINISTERS 374 
not MASTERS. 375 
Well, I'm not going to have the time I wanted to tell you about my 376 
experience at Costco and Home Depot—maybe next time. But, tell 377 
you what you do. Go to our church Facebook page and view my 378 
Counsel and Comfort In The Present Distress — you can like our 379 
facebook page and when I go live you'll be notified. 380 
I have lit the lamps in the Church belfry arch and now you let me 381 
know if you see them. It's LIGHTS ON if you see the LIGHTS ARE 382 
ON and you will ride like Revere and spread the warning, 383 
(essentially, it means you agree with what I’m saying) or you say 384 
LIGHTS OFF –– which means you reject what I’m saying and 385 
disagree strongly with me. So, what will it be today, lights on, or 386 
lights off? 387 
Email me by going to our web site at branmassage.net. That’s 388 
brainmassage.net. Find the CONTACT button and send me an 389 
email. 390 
You can leave a message on our Lights On hotline: 805.314.2114. 391 
God bless you. God bless America! I’ll see you in Church. 392 


